
Middle Empire – Power Tiles Expansion 
The Power Tiles Expansion for Middle Empire gives players special abilities that they can purchase during the game.  

These will help them to overcome some of the luck factors in the game and allow players to spend some of the cards 

that fill up their hands to gain some abilities. 

Setup: 
Take the six Power Tiles and place them, ‘FIRST’ side up, in a common area.  These will be available for purchase 

throughout the game. 

Rules: 
At any point in a player’s turn they may purchase one Power Tile by discarding, face down at the bottom of the 

appropriate draw piles, either two of the same type of card (two construction, defense, or attack cards), or one of each 

type of card.  The player can then choose one unclaimed Power Tile and place it in front of them with the ‘FIRST’ side up.  

This player will now have the ability indicated on the tile, and it can be used immediately if desired.   

Once that ability has been used the player flips the tile to the ‘SECOND’ side.  They can use the ability one more time.  

Once the ability has been used a second time the player returns the Power Tile to the common area and it is available 

for other players to purchase. 

Players may only have one Power Tile at a time and may only use a Power Tile ability once per turn.  If a player wishes to 

purchase a Power Tile, but they haven’t exhausted the uses on a Power Tile they currently have they may do so, but they 

have to return the unused Power Tile to the common area. 

Cost:  
A pair of the same type of cards, or one of each type of card. 

Tiles: 
Use two Construction Cards in one turn. 

 

Use two Defense Cards in one turn. 

 

Use two Attack Cards in one turn. 

 

Increase Hand Limit to ten cards. 

 

Draw four cards instead of two cards at 

beginning of turn. 

 

Exchange up to three cards in hand for three 

cards from the draw piles. 

 

Power Tiles was designed by George Jaros of GJJ Games (http://georgejaros.com/GJJGames)  

for Middle Empire by NateCo Holdings, LTD (http://natecoholdings.com).  Copyright © 2015 

http://georgejaros.com/GJJGames
http://natecoholdings.com/


 

   

   

   

   
 

Instructions: Print this page on a full page label, cut out each tile graphic, and stick corresponding graphics on opposite 

sides of 2” tiles.  Or print this page on paper or cardstock, cut along the solid lines, and fold on the dotted lines to create 

two-sided tiles. 


